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A Writer’s ABC
By Donna Salisbury

A is article, interesting to read
B is for browsing, to sparkle the seed
C is for contacts, the more the better
D is for dialect, how you set out a letter
E is for energy, that waxes and wanes
F is for filing, that drives us insane
G is for good luck, when sending some post
H is for headline, I don’t mean to boast
I is for inspiration, it comes and it goes
J is for jotter, where the pen seems to flow
K is for kindle, ideas ignite
L is for lists, writing reams every nightmare
M is for manuscript, printed and cut
N is for news, research is a must
O is for opportunity, watching the market well
P is for patience, it can be hell
Q is for quality, that shows in your work
R is for revision, no time to shirk
S is for success, each one counts
T is for tea break, or two on the bounce
U is for untidy, a writer’s ordered mess
V is for victory, a writing successful
W is for writers’ block, that strikes sometimes
X is for x-rated, the saucy saga kind
Y is for yesterday, rejections put behind
Z is for zany, the mad poet kind

::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::

Submissions required

Hallowe’en/Horror Poetry – closing shortly
Great War poetry/fiction – end September
Christmas Horror Fiction – end September
Dark Tower poetry – open
Moon/lunar poetry – open

For Sale
By Gordon Scapens

Well-made world for sale,
one careful owner
wishing now to retire
after self-inflicted isolation.

Slightly worn in places
by inhabitants’ excesses,
but shines up well
at sunrise and sunset.

Has hot and cold seasons
en suite as standard,
has sufficient gravity
to prevent losing contents.

Would suit a deity
looking for experience
of teaching steps towards
a much better despair.

The price is the sacrifice
to be all things to all people
on a planet that’s grown
as combustible as firewood.

::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::

Rules
By Andy Botterill

I live life in a bubble,
in my own little world.
They don’t see me.
I don’t see them,
as I walk along in a dream.
I shun eye contact.
I don’t let anyone in.

At best I’m an observer,
taking in only a little of what goes on.
I’m not a team player.
I don’t want to get involved.
I don’t enjoy casual conversation.
It disturbs my inner calm.

I like to come and go as I please.
It’s just who I am.
I’ve done nothing wrong.
I make my own rules.
Just sometimes I break them.

I dislike interference.
I prefer to be left alone.
You can break downstairs
My silence if you want.
You can knock on my door,
but seldom will you find me home.

* * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * 

We want your letters of comment!



The Crossing
By Ed Blundell

“How long till the next ferry?” His words were caught in
the  keen  gust  of  the  wind.  The  grizzled  old  man  stared
blankly at him and cupped a gnarled hand to his ear.

“I said, how long till the next ferry?” he shouted
over  the  wail  of  the  wind.  The  old  man  nodded  and  a
sparsely-toothed grin split the weather-beaten face.

“Last ferry’s at ten.” He looked at the surging sea
and added, “If the tide’s right.”

“It’s very important, vital that I cross.”
“If  the tide’s  too high,  there’s  no ferry,”  the old

man told him, shaking his head as in disbelief that anyone
should require the ferry in this weather and at this time of
night.

He  watched  as  the  old  man  turned  and  limped
down the slipway a little, as though checking the sea level.

“I must cross tonight,” he said aloud, to himself,
then he entered the ramshackle wooden shed that served as
a waiting room for ferry passengers. Inside, the room was
dimly lit by a single electric bulb, hanging by a twisted cord
from the centre of the ceiling. By its faint light, he could
make out the figure of a woman sitting in the corner of the
room, wrapped in a heavy, dark coat, huddled close to the
embers of the fading fire in the hearth. As he entered, the
wind swirled smoke from the grate into the room and the
dull embers glowed briefly.

He  closed  the  door  behind  him,  only  partly
shutting out the howl of the furious wind.

“Foul night,” he ventured and the woman looked
up, but neither spoke nor smiled at him.

“It is imperative that I cross tonight,” he explained,
wondering,  as  he  did  so,  why  he  felt  any  need  to
communicate his actions to her.

She  nodded  her  head  as  if  she  understood  his
urgency and pulled the coat tighter round her.

“Do you have urgent business on the other side?”
he  enquired,  thinking  how  foolish  such  a  question  was.
Who in their  right  mind would take the ferry on such a
night unless they had an absolute need.

She  spoke,  her  voice  seeming  to  echo  in  the
corners of the room.

I have to cross, too,” she said. Outside the wind
seemed to rise and howl in an urgent crescendo.

He  sat  on  a  rickety  wooden  chair  and  they
remained  silent  in  the  dingy,  dark  room,  listening to  the
banshee wind outside, awaiting the ferry and watching the
last embers of the fire smoulder and die

Ends
……………………………………………………………...

The Quiet Between Words
By Joyce Walker

In the quiet between words I sit beside you
Listening to the engines purr, en route for home.

It doesn’t matter that we do not talk
Our silences speak louder.

In the quiet between words I sit beside you
Knowing we don’t want to say goodbye.

This Lady Doesn’t Like Computers
By Heather Buswell

I’m the lady who doesn’t like computers.
And the wretched things don’t like me. It’s absurd.
I love words, butterflies, the song of a bird,
Pre-Raphaelite maidens, with gallant suitors,
But, computers, NO.

Does the world wide web have a great black spider
Laying in wait, to catch me, and suck me dry?
Fishermen, with a net to enmesh – not I;
Where’s the handsome prince, the white horse rider,
At the Playstation?

Would logging on turn me into two short planks,
For dotty comedy? Or, one forward slash
From the robot’s axe render me corned-beef hash?
I’lll take the hard road, the old, long, (wrong?) way, thanks.
But, computers, NO.

! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! !

Autobiography
By Keith Murdoch

Born in Aberdeen during the Second World War.
Two state primary schools.
Two private schools.
They got me through university.
Taught, travelled and wrote
with moderate success.
Europe, Asia, and North Africa.
That’s my territory.
Fell ill, got divorced,
and never made The States.
Did Business Studies,
Art and Woodwork.
Also Creative Writing.
Got better and, after many moves,
gained a Council Tenancy.
A lot better than being homeless,
which I was for a while. Also vagrant.
Then in a mental-hospital,
which got me into a B & B.
Now settled, but missing the Indian cuisine!
Home in The Highlands
couldn’t be better. Worked in The Folk Museum;
now retired.

* * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * *

Debating Morality
By DJ Tyrer

They stood there debating morality
While the evil went on around them
Unwilling to risk doing the wrong thing
Stupefied by possibilities
Until, too late
They decided to act
But, by then
The moment was gone



You Can’t Do That
By Joyce Walker

Jealousy’s a terrible thing, the most destructive force in any
relationship, but when I see you with him, the green-eyed
monster always raises its all-too-ugly head.

There’s something about the way you smile at him
when you’re having a conversation. It’s the smile you used
to  give  me  when  we  first  met,  but  not  anymore.  You
stopped smiling like that with me a couple of weeks ago,
when I gave you that ultimatum :

“Stop seeing him, or I’ll stop seeing you.”
You huffed at me and said, “Don’t be stupid, just

because we’re going out together, it doesn’t mean you own
me. I’ll speak to who I like, when I like, and the sooner you
get used to it, the better it’ll be for both of us.”

I don’t think you believed me till I tracked down
that Beatles’ song and sent it to you, aptly called, You Can’t
Do That, and telling you I’d let you down and leave you
flat. I thought I was being more subtle than before, but, this
morning, I got a text message from you, saying it’s all over
and you never want to see me again. In fact, you’ve got a
new man in your life. The one with the Cheshire-Cat grin.

Only,  I’m  not  prepared  to  let  you  go  just  yet.
There’s  a  sharp  knife  in  my  pocket,  which  I’m  quite
prepared  to  use  on  you,  or  him,  because  I’ve  told  you,
before, you can’t do that.
.……………………………………………………………...

Unbelievable Tetractys
By Heather Buswell

        The
     War wounds,
    Sick parents,
  The dearly loved
Depressive, and the junkie lover.
  Sister slowly dying from dementia.
    Now the nephew
     With cancer.
        Always
          She’s
          There,
       Outside,
     Reaching out
   In love, to need
You might be forgiven for wondering.
  Whatever next? Where on earth will it all end?
    And when it does,
      Where will she
         Be then?
           Dead.

? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ?

Available Now

The Art Mephetic
& Other Poems

A Celebration of Clark Ashton Smith

£3  (£5  overseas)from  the  editorial  address
(payable to DJ Tyrer or via Paypal on the wiki)

Browsing and Dowsing
By Angela Morkos

It is with the thrill of a dowser
That I come across certain books in a shop

My heart skips a beat, it grows light in my frame,
I feel I could hug myself and the book close to my chest

There is so much modern drivel or perhaps you could say,
Sand, stones and pebbles, that loved book is a gem.

A nugget of gold. Perhaps I’d been wearily
Examining titles and authors, avoiding bright adverts

Proclaiming wares and suddenly, a fraction of a second
When you’re thinking of leaving empty-handed, it’s there

Minding its own business and sleeping unnoticed till
Your senses and the title vibrate elated –

It’s a Giorgio Bassani, a small Marcel Ayme,
It’s the Daoud, illustrated translation of The 1001 Nights

It’s an Emily Dickinson and you thumb it delighted
Renewing old acquaintance with a friend

you thought you’d lost!
You’re willing to pay – if it’s not a big cost

For the pleasure of reading and finding out things and more,

And there’re further adventures in the High St. bookstore
There might be a good-looking male bookworm

at the till.
Who’ll enlighten you further as you pay the bill.

You thought yourself unhappy, your heart was heavy
You don’t need to look further or travel far to find

The best, The Kimberley Diamond, to heal your mind,
Such is gold-detecting or dowsing of the book-lover kind.

:::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::

As You Get Older
By Andy Botterill

As you get older you no longer dream
of being an England football player
or a successful writer or pop star.
You crave simple things, relaxation, calm,
as your body starts to slow down.
You begin to realise you won’t be around forever.
You seek comfort in your home and surroundings.

A pleasant walk, fresh air,
become more rewarding than a night out.
They become a source of stress, something to avoid.
You retire to the garden, the kitchen,
crosswords in the paper.
As you get older you realise
you won’t change the world,
but you no longer care.

::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::

Sun burn, sky aflame
Skin sloughs like melting icecream
Bones flake wearily
Summer transcending torture
Collapse and admit defeat

By DS Davidson   



Charity Shop
By Gordon Scapens

Hello Charity Shop,
today I am browsing.

But no thanks for hats
that Emmeline Pankhurst
could possibly have worn,
shoes with character
to bite your feet,
irons, kettles, heaters,
looking capable of arguing
with your mains supply.

Not for me assorted glasses,
tea sets full of history,
ornaments you would clear
from your own house.

No skirts, no dresses
to wave goodbye to fashion,
no shirts, no trousers
fit for a bygone age.

Then the thought clutches
why most items are here.
I’m faced with the fact
my wardrobes at home
are donations in waiting.

::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::

Leono
By Geoff William

Because I dream, I do not dream
- Leono

I took the long train south –
Roma, Napoli, Calabria,
rocking, vibrating through the night,
until the great traghetto
opened its mouth to receive us,
belched us out into Sicilia.

I have done this journey 100 times
or maybe two or three,
crawling past Mount Etna
into the stubborn hills,
to fling my arms wide at last to Italia
like Leono –

‘Porque sogno, non sogno io.’

Leono – a Quebecois film where 
Leono projects his Imagination into 
his ancestral home, Sicilia.

Traghetto – a train ferry

From Slow Crawl to the East
by Geoff William

Legacy
By Joyce Walker

Let us not forget
Dachau, Belsen, Auschwitz;
Man’s inhumanity to manuscript

And, 50 years on,
Let us not forget Omarska

Let us not forget
It was the British who
Invented concentration camps.

Omarska – Serbian 
concentration camp in 
Bosnia.

:::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::

Snails
By Gordon Scapens

Ghostly, silvery writing
by earthbound spirits
translates as a warning
they and I are at war.

They disappear with stars
when dawn reveals
a lesson in ancient ways
has consumed my plants.

My garden is not for sharing
so there’s no way that leads
to anywhere but battle.
With a dubious conscience
I sprinkle the pellets
that will be guardians
for the rest of my flowers.

It’s a sad fact that all life
is ultimately perishable.

They are married
to my behaviour
as I am to theirs,
till death do us part.

::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::

Barbecue
By Aeronwy Dafies

Distinctive smell
Preceded by a cloud-waft
Of cloying smoke
A sizzle
Hidden behind a hedge
I only receive the offcasts

A Rain of Autumn Leaves 
By Jane Stuart

When falling autumn leaves float to the ground
blown by light wind that follows summer days,
they cover earth with silence and no sound

To break the quiet that keeps earth spellbound
until a magic harp begins to play,
when falling autumn leaves drift to the ground

And chords of deepening starlight resound
in moonlit shadows fading at midday.
They cover earth with silence but no sound,

A quiet symphony that night expounds
into an overture of golden days
when falling autumn leaves float to the ground

In wind-square movements, spiraling and round
rising into air’s secret passageway
then covering earth with silence and no sound

As they float back to heighten and surround
green summer grass that has not gone away.
When falling autumn leaves drift to the ground
they cover earth with silence, make no sound.

* * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * *

The Unknown Thought
By Geoff William

Something holds me, grips me, stays me,
some voice deep inside me calls me
something into my mind has entered :
on this one thought my mind is centred.

What is this thought that holds my mind?
It has sorrow, and yet,
a joy mysteriously surrounds
this thought on which my mind is set.
It seems so ghostly, unknown, strange.
It is not worry, nor yet fear,
and all around a heavenly light.
Suddenly, it’s gone into the night.
………………………………………………..

Darker
By Keith Murdoch

The days are getting darker.
Summer is over.
Autumn comes, and then the winter.
Already the trees are turning,
but it’s quite a nice September.
Soon the heaters will be on,
and the sun cooler.
The nights are getting longer,
and we must cosy up indoors.
Or, put your boots on,
and take a brisk walk.
The daylight is short.
Mind you, the winters have been
mild recently, but the summers cooler.
Let’s hope for a good winter.
There’s a sharp wind getting up.



Fade To Grey
By Kurt Avon Ray Green

The Descent into Autumn,
from Mabon toward the Samhain…

As an evening falls,
And the daylight is fading,
As the twilight calls,
I can see its colours failing.

For where once there was a glow,
There is little but a feeling,
For where once there was a pulse,
There is little but receding.

In celestial skies above,
We observe a timely stirring,
For an equinox has passed,
Solar rays are now demurring.

In northern parts, our Mother Earth,
Has commenced her long revival,
As her clouds of grey race onwards,
And her rains become more tidal.

As consequence for global tilting,
Blanket nights now cover trees,
The natural world shall pay for leaning
At twenty-three-point-four degrees.

By the orbit of her graceful face,
To the plane of revolution,
Over landscapes cloaked in darkened browns,
Comes her hand of desolation.

The board for winter has been set,
Like a game of chess each morning, 
Every piece is now in motion,
Every natural part in mourning.

Where there is life there follows death,
Where there is death there’s restoration,
Where mists of grey shroud sacred  earth,
Their cooling winds shall kiss the nation.

October moons now bathe the grass,
Atlantic winds shall shake foundations,
The sting of frosts are never nearer,
That aid our landscape’s transformation.

Like Libran scales, the balance tilts,
Each dusk decaying ever nearer,
Whilst autumn tightens more her grip,
To starve a lifeforce ever dearer.

The natural world begins to choke,
Under the weight of Samhain’s spell,
As darker spirits touch and roam,
Against the tolling of a bell.

A bell sounds long into the night,
But then is stopped by dawning gleam,
An ancient oak has had a fright,
To now be woken from its dream.

As creatures stir amongst the growths,
As splintered bark begins to litter,
November plunges further dark,
That unleash frosts so sharp and bitter.

An urge to sleep is ever strong,
The soaking damp seeps every recess,
Where ecosystems now endure,
A most essential natural process.

For even golden leaves must pass,
When in their place come winter’s browning,
A river’s edge now starts to glass,
Through gloomy clouds a sun is frowning.

Once autumn’s gaze moves out of view,
To leave a path for winter’s mourning,
We have but ninety days to wait,
Till Spring brings life anew with spawning.

The youth of spring shall start the cycle,
The zest for life shall bloom once more,
When foliage green fills every corner,
And sunkissed rays bathe meadow floor.

Until such time shall come to pass,
The bleak of winter takes the throne,
Her silent breath must cleanse each water,
Her deadly snap must crack each stone.

For winter be the cruellest mistress,
Though autumn be her milder daughter,
The young and strong shall be renewed,
The old and weak shall fall to slaughter.

Through every storm we must endure,
Through every chill we hide to warm,
Through every night we rest our bones,
As nature forces mend the worn.

Our sacred natural world of order,
That mothers all and rules all life,
Renewing all, restoring balance,
Her healing hand, her cutting knife.

As first snows fall with Yule approaching,
With fruits of spring still far away,
Thick angry clouds grey shall gather,
To drench its rain on earth and clay.

Each life that rests now gains in zeal,
The sum of parts each hazy day,
Beneath a sun so shy in ending,
Each shortened day that fades to grey.

Elephants
By Heather Buswell

The magic died when the elephants came.
After that, nothing was the same.
Perhaps other people were not aware
Of magic, or the elephants.
But it’s more likely they don’t even care.
Nowadays, we’re diplomatic.
Talk of elephants is too emphatic.

We move carefully, it’s too rude to stare.
You can’t pretend that he’s not there
Of course, we forebear to mention it, though.
There’s a hint of discomfort,
But if we keep quiet, no-one will know
We play this clumsy sort of game.
But magic died, when the elephants came.

Evening’s World
By Jane Stuart

When we go back, alone, to evening’s world
and time we left behind – we see the gate
that leads us on into autumn’s dark bowers
that bloom although the hour seems very late.
But, here, inside our garden, we can see
ancient statues covered by silver light.
We find a secret place where love stayed free
for lovers who come back on starry nights.
This shadowed place we filled with tenderness
– we loved the forest’s moss and still-green grass –
and our love filled again with happiness,
while turning life flowed through an hourglass
held up by spirits so we can see
a serene hour and Love’s eternity.

Submissions required for Awen, Bard, Garbaj, Monomyth and The Supplement in 2017.



Don’t Mess
With The Morris Men

By Ben Macnair

Don’t mess with the Morris Men.
They play with heavy sticks, and swords,
for fun.
They wear uniforms,
as fearsome as any Rugby scrum.
They perform dances of fertility,
to the soundtrack of audience indifference,
loud derision, and accordions.

Don’t mess with the Morris Men.
They spend hours,
bashing seven shades
out of sticks.
They wear bells around their feet,
and draw attention to themselves.

Don’t mess with the Morris Men.
They do all of this in public.
Their look was passé,
until Hipsters thought it would be cool.
Nobody likes Hipsters,
with their artisan bread,
their cereal restaurants,
their maintained beards,
and steam punk.

Don’t mess with the Morris Men.
It is a tradition handed on from Father to Son.
A proud tradition of hard graft, and sweat.
 
Don’t mess with the Morris Men.
Don’t mess with the Morris Men

Real Ale

Real Beards

Real Men

:::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::

Dying of the Light
By Colin Ian Jeffery

He watched the dying of the light
Overwhelmed by the darkness
Alone in his torment
Grieving for the loss of God.
Death the dark angel
Hidden in the darkness
Snuffed out the flickering flame
And took the soul he was hunting.

:::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::

Once in Paradise
Virtue rewarding itself
Self-interest looms

By DJ Tyrer   

The Wizard's Rebellion
By Matthew Wilson

Stand tall before the many
Today is made for glory
Your deeds will give your name to history
The lives you save will sing your story.
The wizard has betrayed our king
His crown is broken in the dust
Tie your broken shield to your arm
The night has killed the just.
No war was won by going backward
The wizard's monsters devour all bone
Feeding on heroes felled before
Clearing the way for a wizard’s throne.
I have no time for magic men
Drunken traitors fueled by wine
Scorching captured land in their image
I ask you final free men to hold this line.
Stand with me against the many
Between the monsters and our history
Our town of children we must fight for
For life and light we stand for victory.

* * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * 

Strange fires burning cold
Illuminating nothing
Invisible death

By DJ Tyrer         
…………………………………………………………………………..

Consternation
By Ben Macnair

They say that electric guitars shouldn’t be let near Folk Music.
It is a bad influence.
All of those strangulated sounds, weird noises and off notes
shouldn’t be on the same stage as Mr Fender’s finest creation.

They say that drums should not be let near folk music.
They are a bad influence.
That loud banging, ear shattering volume,
shouldn’t be fronting a regular beat.

They say that young people shouldn’t be let near Folk Music.
They are a bad influence.
All of that youthful energy, inquisitiveness, and willingness to break boundaries,
shouldn’t be let near music that is only for the few.

They say that change shouldn’t be let near folk music.
All of that tradition should be kept under glass, and only some self appointed
professor of a none existent time gone by knows how to sing it, properly.

Folk Music is for everyone.
It’s how it grows, develops, changes, survives.
It is not for schools, or conservatoires, or intellectuals.
It is for singing in pubs, for playing with strangers on a night out.

The only enemies of folk music
are the people who don’t understand what it needs,
and stand back in disagreement at everything that it has become.
………………………………………………………………………………...

Awen will return in November
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